






WOVEN BLOCK 
 

 
 

4 background squares 3.5″ x 3.5″ 

From each of four fabrics: {1} 3.5″ x 3.5″ 
square and {1} 3.5″ x 6.5″ rectangle 

Construction: Lay out your fabrics and decide 
on placement. Sew your 3.5″ x 3.5″ 
background squares to the 3.5″ x 3.5″ feature 
fabric square next to it. 

 

Then you’ll sew those pairs to the rectangles. 
 

 
 
Then sew those rectangles together as above. 
 

 
 
And sew those rectangles together.  Done! 
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Here’s the back – I gently press my seams 
open. 
 
A WORD OF CAUTION FOR BEGINNERS:  
Let’s talk about what you do with your seams in 
quilting.  When I say I GENTLY PRESS them 

open, I really mean gently press.  You know 
how when you’re ironing your socks and 
underwear (isn’t that what people use irons for 
when they’re not quilting?) you use a back and 
forth, sweeping motion?  You don’t do that 
when you’re piecing quilt blocks.  The fabric is 
kinda flimsy and can easily stretch, which is 
what you really DON’T want!  So if you are 
gentle and trust that the heat of your iron will 
do all the work, your patience will pay off.  
Now, many quilters will tell you that pressing 
your seams open is asking for disaster.  The 
thinking is that if you press them to the side, 
there will be fabric underneath the seam.  So if 
there’s any stress on the seam, the 2 layers of 
fabric under it will take most of the stress and 
the seam stays intact.  What I don’t particularly 
like about pressing to the side is you always 
get this kind of fold thing.  I’d rather everything 
lays flat, and it makes it easier for me to line 
seams up for blocks so they’re perfectly 
matched up.   So I guess it’s best to 
experiment to find what you prefer. 
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SNOWBALL BLOCK 
 

 
 
You’ll need 4 fabrics. 
 
From the snowball fabrics, cut (2) 6.5” x 6.5” 
squares of each as shown above. 
 
From the two other fabrics, cut (4) 2.5” x 2.5” 
squares of each (for a total of 8 squares). 
 

 
 
Draw diagonal lines across your squares and 
pin them in place as shown. 
 

 
 
Sew along the diagonal line of each of the 
smaller squares.  Then trim the excess to ¼”.  
Press those squares to the outside as shown. 
 

 
 
Sew the little snowballs together to make a 
bigger block. 
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When you’re lining them up to sew the two 
larger pieces together, check your middle 
seams to make sure they’re lined up perfectly.  
Because that’s the center, that’s where the eye 
will be drawn so you want to get it as close to 
perfect as possible. 
 

 
 
Ta-Da!   
 
(taken from:  Sew. Happy. Quilt QAL Week 1 – 
Woven & Snowball Block Tutorials 
(sewhappygeek.co.uk)) 
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Custom Prints from Solids supply list

This class is based on Maria Shell’s print making techniques from her book, Improv Patchwork: Dynamic Quilts
Made with Line & Shape. The book isn’t a requirement however, it is an excellent resource.

Supplies:
Rotary cutter and mat
Iron and iron mat -You will be pressing many strip sets, so having your own pressing station will be convenient.
Rulers: 12 ½” x 12 ½” , 6” x 24”
Sewing machine, basic sewing tools and supplies
Thread – generally a neutral works well with a collection of solids
Notebook or journal for planning/sketching

Fabric:
1. A piece of flannel fabric large enough to cover your pressing surface.
2. 12-14 solid fabrics -¼ - ½ yard by WOF (width of fabric)
 The fabrics you choose should have a range of values – a third light value, a third medium value, a third

dark value
 Consider some neutrals- white, black, gray, taupe, or brown --- If you choose a dark gray or taupe, select

a lighter brown. If you choose a light gray or taupe, select a darker brown.
 OR… just choose 12-14 solid fabrics you like ;]

Maria’s suggested color palette:
1. Black
2. White
3. Grey
4. Brown
5. Red
6. Pink
7. Orange
8. Yellow
9. Green
10. Blue
11. Turquoise
12. Purple

** This is your project/quilt. If you want to explore monochromatic, analogous, split-
complimentary or any other color plan, go for it!

Why solids? “Batiks or fabrics that read as solids, but have a light print or texture to them,
are not predictable when cut up. To create the most graphic prints and patterns, use pure, solid
fabrics.” Maria Shells
**This is your project/quilt. If you’d like to use prints, tonals, or batiks, please add them to
your palette.
Will fat quarters work? Yes, however, fat quarters will produce prints with a maximum width
of 18-20 inches. The WOF provides greater flexibility in designing prints.

Color Goal

1/3 light value

1/3 medium value

1/3 dark value

** See a sample
color palette next
page



To explore some of Maria’s creations and color palettes, go to her website: mariashell.com
or her blog: talesofastitcher.com

If you have any questions, feel free to contact Carla Fettig at cjfettig1120@gmail.com

My Sample palette - See fabric layout on the additional attachment
There is also a suggested color tool on the additional attachment.

Black - dark value
White – light value
Brown – dark value
Grey - medium value
Red – dark value
Blue - light value
Turquoise – dark value
Yellow - medium value
Green - light value
Purple – medium value
Pink – medium value
Orange - light value






